
THE THE GGOVERNOR OVERNOR GGENERALENERAL ’’S S VVOLUNTEER OLUNTEER SSERVICE ERVICE MMEDAL EDAL (GGVSM)(GGVSM)

 
Your MP’s name: Dear________________________________________________
 
Member of Parliament for: _____________________________________________

Many Members of Parliament are aware, either directly or indirectly, there has been a great effort in place to
respectfully call upon the Government of Canada to bring about a new medal to acknowledge and honour
volunteerism by our Troops. It has long been proposed to be called the Governor General’s Volunteer Service
Medal, affectionately known by thousands of Canadian supporters as the GGVSM.

The GGVSM serves a number of honourary actions through the proposals and reasons for its creation. It is
proposed to give dignity and honour to our Troops and Veterans, who have volunteered to serve yet remain
without a single Canadian medal to wear; to acknowledge the conviction of volunteerism. Most Canadian
Medals are respectfully adorned with the profile of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on the obverse of the medal
in honour of our Monarch. In the case of the proposed GGVSM, the reverse is proposed to be the Governor
General’s Lion, (as on His Excellency’s official flag); on the GGVSM, the Lion is in the "rampant pose", that
being on its hind legs, “standing on guard” still holding high the Canadian Maple Leaf and as such honours the
Queen’s representative, our Governor General as the Commander-in-Chief of our nation’s Military.

Further to honour and reflect upon Canada and the Commander-in-Chief, the proposed ribbon for the GGVSM
medal is that of using the colours of His Excellency’s official flag, the blue and gold and the red and white of
the Canadian official flag. The ribbon is proposed to consist of a gold centre stripe bordered by blue shoulders
imposed on the white background and the red shoulders of our nation’s Flag. 

The support of the GGVSM has been a long standing issue where several Members of Parliament have on one
or more occasions rose in the House of Commons and read the GGVSM petition in support of the volunteer
medal…no less than 15 times. There are in excess of 8,400 signatures on the “on-line” petition calling for our
Government to bring about the creation of this honour for our Veterans and our Troops.

The enclosed signature card is a national effort to respectfully and honourably bring about awareness to the fact
that thousands of Canadians are seeking this medal to ensure that the legacy of our Veterans and their
contributions to the support of Canada for the past 65+ years is part of our nation’s history and a proud part of
our Military’s heritage.

I hope you not only find it worthy in your heart to fully support but also to endorse this effort for something that
is long overdue for the acknowledgment and honour of all Canadians that since 1947, have volunteered to
serve.
 
God Bless Canada, God Bless our Veterans and our Troops.
In remembrance of those that have volunteered to serve,
 
Signature: X____________________________________________________
 
Name:_________________________________________________________
 
Full Mailing Address:____________________________________________________________________
 
______________________________________________________________________________________


